SILVER-CERTIFIED PRODUCTS

A team of scientists at EPEA have rigorously assessed
all ingredients, packaging materials, processes and
social practices used, testing for maximum material
reutilization and biodegradability. As a result, Ecover
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ABOUT ECOVER

The most dangerous particles were found in the
packaging of our cleaning products. That is why we
changed the caps of the bottles into transparentcoloured caps. The ingredients of the cleaning
agents are selected in that way to have an optimal
biodegradability and a minimum impact on aquatic life.

Ecover (ecover.com) was founded in Belgium in 1979 by
a team of highly motivated eco-pioneers, long before
labels such as ‘sustainable’ and ‘environmentally friendly’
became desirable. These pioneers had sufficient
evidence that phosphates, a common ingredient in
washing and washing up detergent, was degrading our
waters. They were so concerned that they developed the
first phosphate-free detergent. It was a great success
and quickly found its way into health food stores and
supermarkets throughout Europe. Now, in 2013, Ecover
has more than 35 different products sold in 40 countries
throughout the world.

RENEWABLE ENERGY

GREEN & CLEAN
Ecover, a pioneer in the development of powerful,
ecological cleaning products, has re-launched its
Ecover Professional range with three new concentrated
products, new and improved formulae and a fresh new
design. So impressive is the new range that it has been
awarded a ‘Cradle to Cradle Certified’ title - a first in the
world of professional cleaning. No other professional
cleaning product can say the same.
After 17 years of providing professional cleaning
products that pack a punch, this breakthrough in
sustainability takes powerful, professional cleaning
products to a new level. “The result is a complete range
of powerful cleaning products that are safe for people
and the planet. With these products, we are ready for the
future.” Johan Tops, International B2B Manager.
The new Ecover Professional products will be sold
across Europe through the existing business to business
dealer network to the public sector, the healthcare
sector, the leisure sector and contract cleaners.

MATERIAL HEALTH

Ecover already uses 100% green energy for our
electricity. We are also looking into the possibilities of
biogas.
WATER STEWARDSHIP

Ecover works together with a local water purification
company to clean our production water before going to
nature.
SOCIAL FAIRNESS

Professional now has seven products Cradle to Cradle
Certified at Silver level.
MATERIAL REUTILIZATION

The formulas of our products have been designed with a
maximum of renewable ingredients. Most products are
composed of 95% or 99% percent renewable ingredients.
This is an excellent example of combining sustainable
credentials with cleaning power. The design of our
products is based on our diamond model.
The Professional range’s packaging bottles are
now made entirely from Plantastic PolyEthylene (PE), a
revolutionary green plastic made from sugarcane that is
100% renewable, reusable and recyclable. Our Plantastic
bottles meets the Gold criteria in the category of
material reutilization of Cradle to Cradle certification.

For Ecover social fairness is very important. All suppliers
are screened by our purchase department. We also
engage with local communities; for example, our team
building day is a charity for a local community. This year
we have been supporting OKAN, a school for children of
immigrants to learn Dutch.

After 17 years of providing professional cleaning products
that pack a punch, this breakthrough in sustainability
takes powerful, professional cleaning products to a new level.
Cradle to Cradle Certified Innovation Stories
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SOLUTIONS FOR SUSTAINABLE CONSTRUCTION
emco Bau has been developing and manufacturing
individually designed clean-off systems for commercial
buildings for fifty years, all made to the highest quality
and safety standards.
Our company focuses on innovation and quality.
We are always looking for practical solutions with which
we can affirm our commitment to products that are
environmentally friendly and conserve resources whilst
at the same time, meeting the needs of the market. We
needed a concrete way to show our responsibility and
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commitment to sustainability, and so we decided to
pursue Cradle to Cradle certification. We aim to follow
the Cradle to Cradle design philosophy as we expand
and offer our customers high-quality products that are
also environmentally sustainable.
There is a growing demand from architects, operators
and investors for certified solutions to sustainable
construction and renovation. In response, we have
developed our latest product adhering to the strict
Cradle to Cradle Certification criteria, where the

requirements exceed even the standard systems on
the market, such as LEED, BREEAM and DGNB. The
certification provides our customers the proof of the
eco-efficiency of the product and its associated high
level of environmental quality.
Sustainability in general has always been of great
importance at emco Bau. Following our initial contact
with Professor Michael Braungart in early 2012, it
was clear that the Cradle to Cradle concept met our
expectations and future requirements perfectly. We had
our products thoroughly analyzed. By the end of this
process we had developed our new product, the “emco
Ecoline® Pioneer,” the first fully recyclable entrance
mat in Europe. The development phase involved all our
suppliers and included an analysis of their products
too, something quite new for both our partners and
ourselves, and we are very proud of the result.
emco Bau presented the Ecoline® Pioneer at the
BAU 2013 fair in Munich, making us the first company
in Europe—and one of the first in the world—to offer
a high quality entrance mat that has a closed material
cycle. All components, from the yarn to the aluminum
profile, can be recycled. To achieve this, the entrance
mat system was developed according to the strict
environmental criteria of Cradle to Cradle, and certified
by the non-profit Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation
Institute. This new product shows how emco Bau is
taking responsibility for its products in regards to the
environment and future generations even more seriously,
from development to disposal. At the same time, we
have responded to the growing demand from architects,
customers and investors for solutions that are specifically
designed and certified for sustainable construction and
renovation.
The emco Ecoline® Pioneer is manufactured using
a very heavy aluminum profile with a proven heavy
carpet insert from Desso®. The inserts were developed

according to the criteria of the Cradle to Cradle
concept and features patented Desso AirMaster®
technology that has an exceptionally high capacity to
bind particulate matter. In order to meet the demanding
criteria of the Cradle to Cradle certification, the
manufacturer of this new product has also developed
new sound insulation made from recyclable plastic.

We are always looking for practical
solutions with which we can
affirm our commitment to products
that are environmentally friendly
and conserve resources whilst
at the same time, meeting the needs
of the market.
The new entrance mat is suitable for indoor use
and outdoor use in a covered area. It meets the high
requirements for non-slip and fire safety. The new
product can withstand extreme loads, such as those
found in shopping malls, railway stations and airports.
A wide range is available so that the matting system
can integrate harmoniously into the architecture of any
entrance area.
The emco Ecoline® Pioneer entrance mat is our
first product to be certified by the Cradle to Cradle
Innovation Institute, and we’re excited about how
the market will accept the new product. The initial
feedback has been positive, giving us the confidence to
continue working with the Cradle to Cradle concept and
developing new products.
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